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There were: 3 possible respondents.

4.344.334.384.384.290.584.67310. How would you rate the overall quality of the course?KESTIGIAN10

4.404.404.474.474.480539. Overall how would you rate this faculty's teaching?KESTIGIAN9

4.604.624.734.734.860538. Does the faculty member show respect for all students?KESTIGIAN8

4.424.44.454.454.520.584.673
7. Does the faculty member explain the subject matter of the
course (e.g. concepts, skills, techniques, etc.)?

KESTIGIAN7

4.464.464.454.454.480.584.333
6. Does the faculty member demonstrate the importance and
significance of the subject matter?

KESTIGIAN6

4.224.224.354.354.290.584.673
5. Does the faculty member provide feedback that helped
students improve their performance?

KESTIGIAN5

4.424.414.504.504.38053
4. Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the
learning objectives or goals of the course?

KESTIGIAN4

4.374.374.424.424.62053
3. Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the
course requirements?

KESTIGIAN3

4.524.504.64.64.67053
2. Does the faculty member display an interest in students'
learning?

KESTIGIAN2
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Univ
Summer13
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Summer13

College
Summer13
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Summer13

SD
My
Avg

NQuestion TextOrder

Concerning the one (4) that I assessed above, I did so because I believe that each of the theorists read/discussed in this course could have benefited from a mini-lecture
situating them in the scope of political philosophy and history. This would have grounded the texts in the period from which they date, and would have made explicit
whatever agendas (if any) motivated their writing. Marx's Communist Manifesto was one such text where the instructor, and the general knowledge of the students, both
drove home the specific history from which this text emerged. A similar treatment would go a long way towards making these texts that much more 'real' to the student who
lives more in the real world and needs a way, at least initially, to grapple with these abstract theories in context of his real-world experiences and observations. I imagine
that this small addition to the instructor's introductory remarks on each theorist would compel the interested student to see the world in which they live in a similar light
upon having read/discussed the material, as potentially fertile ground for creating or innovating a political theory. This, after all, is one of the great joys of grappling with
political theory -- the handholds it gives a student to map such theory onto his real world.

The instructor presented the material in a very accessible manner and applied concepts to present, real-world issues. Students were encouraged to use independent reasoning
to come to logical conclusions for the presented problems, not only sharpening our understanding of the core concepts of the course, but also honing our analytical
reasoning skills in the process. I would highly recommend this instructor for to any student--at any level--as well as consider courses being offered under her instruction for
myself in the future.

Great class with interesting and relevant reading material. Aidan was super engaging and was an absolute pleasure to work with and learn from.

Question: Comments

Text Responses
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Custom Report for AIDAN KESTIGIAN Teaching PHI 80130 Undergraduate INTRO TO ETHICS Lect sec: S 2014 Summer

There were: 5 possible respondents.

4.444.444.564.574.8605410. How would you rate the overall quality of the course?KESTIGIAN10

4.444.444.584.594.80549. Overall how would you rate this faculty's teaching?KESTIGIAN9

4.624.634.824.824.90548. Does the faculty member show respect for all students?KESTIGIAN8

4.474.454.624.624.67054
7. Does the faculty member explain the subject matter of the
course (e.g. concepts, skills, techniques, etc.)?

KESTIGIAN7

4.514.524.574.584.67054
6. Does the faculty member demonstrate the importance and
significance of the subject matter?

KESTIGIAN6

4.224.264.494.494.60.54.754
5. Does the faculty member provide feedback that helped
students improve their performance?

KESTIGIAN5

4.484.464.564.564.63054
4. Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the
learning objectives or goals of the course?

KESTIGIAN4

4.454.434.584.584.69054
3. Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the
course requirements?

KESTIGIAN3

4.594.574.724.724.9054
2. Does the faculty member display an interest in students'
learning?

KESTIGIAN2
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Univ
Summer14
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Summer14
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I enjoyed the class, even though it was over the summer. I'm glad to have gotten the credit for it. Great choice for everyone.

I was really happy I took this course and thought that Aidan did a wonderful job at teaching the material. It was my first time being exposed to philosophy and taking a
course like this, but she was very encouraging made the sure everything was explained very clearly each class. This was definitely one of the best humanities courses I have
taken and I hope I can take another course with Aidan. I also found that the applications of the different theories were very interesting (especially the education and abortion
applications). Perhaps doing some applications with religious beliefs or something more controversial would stir more debate and discussion in the class.

Question: Comments

Text Responses
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Custom Report for AIDAN KESTIGIAN Teaching PHI 80130 Undergraduate INTRO TO ETHICS Lect sec: A 2015 Fall

There were: 33 possible respondents.

4.104.164.254.190.754.412710. How would you rate the overall quality of the course?KESTIGIAN10

4.184.234.364.400.544.7279. Overall how would you rate this faculty's teaching?KESTIGIAN9

4.474.524.624.640.324.89278. Does the faculty member show respect for all students?KESTIGIAN8

4.224.264.394.440.584.5627
7. Does the faculty member explain the subject matter of the course (e.g.
concepts, skills, techniques, etc.)?

KESTIGIAN7

4.304.344.434.350.644.4827
6. Does the faculty member demonstrate the importance and significance of the
subject matter?

KESTIGIAN6

4.044.094.234.210.644.5627
5. Does the faculty member provide feedback that helped students improve
their performance?

KESTIGIAN5

4.224.274.374.330.554.6727
4. Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the learning
objectives or goals of the course?

KESTIGIAN4

4.214.254.354.410.514.7827
3. Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the course
requirements?

KESTIGIAN3

4.354.374.494.510.424.78272. Does the faculty member display an interest in students' learning?KESTIGIAN2
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Fall15

Univ
Fall15

College
Fall15

PHI
Fall15

SD
My
Avg

NQuestion TextOrder

Fantastic class, I really enjoyed it. The only thing that would have improved it would have been if Ms. Kestigian had more strongly corrected other students who were
saying things that were clearly wrong (either about what we were studying or events in the world). Most of the time I liked the freedom she gave us to consider things in
many ways, but sometimes there was a factually clear answer.

I only kind of liked Intro to Ethics. The reason could be that it is only an introductory course and we only scratched the surface. Another thing that I feel might contribute to
this is how the in-class conversation went. I was not the person to talk every time I could, but there were definitely people who dominated the discussion and to me, it
seemed to get off track and it took awhile to get back to the topic being discussed.

I found this class to be very different from any other course I had taken before, and as a Tepper student, I felt this course is the definition of a quality breadth course, as
many of the topics discussed gave me a different view of a familiar issue in society. I also felt that the course was taught in a structure such that It was easy to understand
the overall goals and objectives of the course while also being able to compare and contrast theories in the end.

The content was relatively interesting, but seemed repetitive from day to day in lecture. Overall, I'll give the course a B.

I really enjoyed this class. Philosophy is definitely a personal favorite of mine. If I had to make any suggestions, it would be more small group discussions, because it makes
it easier for everyone to discuss ethics with each other.

The discussions in this class weren't great. It might be too large of a class to really develop such a discussion-oriented format. I think a lot more feedback on assignments
would have been much appreciated. Simply being told by the grader that the paper was good doesn't really tell me what was good about the paper that I can build on to
make future papers even better.

Aidan is a great discussion leader and is friendly, understandable, and approachable. Her expectations are reasonable--sometimes she switched out readings a week or so
before they were due, especially if they were very long readings, but I think this is mostly because she's never taught this class before and didn't think of everything right off
the bat. I appreciate that she is flexible and willing to change her class plan when she thinks of a better approach.

Aidan consistently brought energy to every class and made the course material applicable to contemporary issues. I wish I could've heard from some of the quiet students,
so I suggest trying a different format for discussing topics in order to prevent the same students from dominating the discussion. Great course!

Question: Comments

Text Responses
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Custom Report for AIDAN KESTIGIAN Teaching PHI 80136 Undergraduate SOC STR PUB POL ETCS Lect sec: A 2016 
Spring

There were: 20 possible respondents.

4.134.164.264.110.434.781810. How would you rate the overall quality of the course?KESTIGIAN10

4.214.244.394.230.574.72189. Overall how would you rate this faculty's teaching?KESTIGIAN9

4.514.524.644.600.244.94188. Does the faculty member show respect for all students?KESTIGIAN8

4.254.274.414.250.464.7218
7. Does the faculty member explain the subject matter of the course (e.g.
concepts, skills, techniques, etc.)?

KESTIGIAN7

4.324.364.444.200.384.8318
6. Does the faculty member demonstrate the importance and significance of
the subject matter?

KESTIGIAN6

4.074.114.244.060.464.7218
5. Does the faculty member provide feedback that helped students improve
their performance?

KESTIGIAN5

4.264.284.404.270.384.8318
4. Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the learning
objectives or goals of the course?

KESTIGIAN4

4.244.264.394.200.324.8918
3. Does the faculty member provide a clear explanation of the course
requirements?

KESTIGIAN3

4.384.394.514.420.384.83182. Does the faculty member display an interest in students' learning?KESTIGIAN2

Univ Lvl
Spring16

Univ
Spring16

College
Spring16

PHI
Spring16

SD
My
Avg

NQuestion TextOrder

Aidan is a really great teacher. Course/class objectives could be clearer, but that's about it.

This was a really good intro course and I felt like the instructor cared about us learning the material and coming to our own conclusions. The assignments were different and
interesting.

I really enjoyed this course, and I learned a lot. The main drawback was that Aidan lacked the confidence of my tenured professors; she would often seem unsure of herself
in front of the class. That being said, I have never met a grad student who is completely comfortable standing in front of a room of undergrads and teaching, so it's ok that
Aidan's a little nervous too. That being said, she's a wonderful person. She was always so kind and understanding, which I really appreciated :) I'll send more detailed
feedback in a personal email after/if I survive this week ;) Keval

I took this as a Gen Ed but it ended up being my favorite class this semester. It had a near perfect balance of structure and free-flowing discussion. I learned a lot of really
useful and important information and I never felt stressed about this one class at any point. Aidan is so nice, helpful and clear in her instructions. Despite never having taken
a philosophy course before I felt comfortable writing for this class and contributing to discussions.

She is a very nice, charming and helpful teacher. Very awesome experience for being her student.

Teacher has thorough understanding of class content/subject material. Teacher is clear about what assignments are due when and how to approach them. I personally found
the class a little boring because we kept talking about political equality over and over again, but I feel this is probably appropriate for the course.

Aiden is excellent Would definitely take another class of hers She is an eager teacher who clearly cares about her students' understanding of the material and facilitates class
discussion well Also she knows her darn good stuff

She has a bright attitude and can make you smile. She manages to make a dense, very boring subject into something understandable and not boring at all. I really appreciate
her and I enjoy being in her class and learning from her. She respects everyone's opinions and invites debate and treats our own minds and opinions very well. I feel
comfortable voicing myself in such a setting, which is commendable that she achieved it on her part, given the political setting. I am glad to be her student.

Very enjoyable!! It would be nice if all of our grades were recorded on blackboard, as I currently have little idea as to what my participation grade currently is.

It was a pleasure having this course taught by Aidan this semester, I learned a lot about social ethics. I'm personally someone with a math and science background, and the
fact that she made it so easy to understand a topic that I am unfamiliar with was amazing. Not only is she well informed in the topic, but also she is a pro at fielding
questions without sounding superior. A+ for Aidan!

I have no complaints with this course; Aidan was engaging and taught the material well. It was interesting, challenging, and fun. A+!

Question: Comments

Text Responses
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Summer 2016, PHI 80241 ETHCL JUDG PROF LIFE Section U
Instructor: KESTIGIAN, AIDAN (Primary)

Carnegie Mellon University

There were: 2 possible respondents.

4.344.504.52041Overall course (KESTIGIAN)10

4.374.564.55041Overall teaching (KESTIGIAN)9

4.644.834.83051Show respect for students (KESTIGIAN)8

4.404.604.59041Explains subject matter  (KESTIGIAN)7

4.464.644.55041Importance of subject (KESTIGIAN)6

4.244.474.41041Feedback to students (KESTIGIAN)5

4.404.554.48031Clear learning goals (KESTIGIAN)4

4.404.544.45041Explain course requirements (KESTIGIAN)3

4.484.644.67041Interest in student learning (KESTIGIAN)2

13.1111.2611.73081Hrs Per Week 9 (KESTIGIAN)1

Univ Summer16College Summer16PHI Summer16SDAvgNQuestion Text

I was very satisfied with the quality of this course. Aidan was kind and personable and I appreciated her teaching style. Instead of trying to pack a lot of
material lectures and assignments, she gave less content but really drove home a few key concepts. Quality over quantity as the saying goes. I would be
enthusiastic to take another course with Aidan in the future.

KESTIGIAN

Question: Comments
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